We define M x) = 2'( f( x)) and a piecewise linear function l(x) with l(x) > h(x) for all x in the support of~(i.e., the closure of
is then a dominating function for~(x), and rejection can be used to sample from the desired distribution. In order to automate the choice of 1(x), in a simple way, we restrict our attention to the case when 
In order for the method to work, the following four conditions are necessary:
(1) Iim ,+ OT(X) = -CO;
(2) T(x) is differentiable and T'(x) >0, which implies that T-1 exists;
(3) J~T-l(h(m) -x) dx <~; and (4) h(x) = T'( f( x)) is concave. To make transformed density rejection applicable in practice, we add the conditions: F(x) = JT-1( x) dx is not too complicated; and F-1(x) exists.
Without loss of generality, we assume Iim.~J( x) = O.
To use rejection, it is necessary to compute the two intersection points, bl and b,, of the three parts of 1(x), and also to compute the areas between
x-axis and T-1(1( x)) for the three intervals, which are called Vz, UC, and v,.
Sampling from a density proportional to T-1(1(x)) is done by inversion for the left and the right tail region; in the center T-1(1(x)) is constant. The details are contained in the algorithm below.
Algorithm TDR
1.
2.
2.1.
2.3.
(Set-up) Prepare a function f(x) that returns values proportional to the density function of the distribution and a function h'(x). Set m G mode of the distribution, il + infldf(z) > O}, i,~sup{xlf(x) > O} (iz and i, need not be finite). Choose xl in the interval (il, m) and x, in the interval (m, i,) . Set bl -xl
Generate a uniform random number U and set U G U. ( vi + UC+ u,).
Generate a uniform random number V and set V~V. lk, If V s f(X) return X, else go to 2.
As we stated in the introduction, similar methods with T(x) = log-(x) have been suggested in the literature. In this case, the above conditions are obviously fulfilled for any log-concave density. Figure  1 shows on the left side h(X) (thick line) and 1(x) (thin line), and on the right-hand side~(x) (thick line) and T-1 (1( x)) (thin line), both for the normal distribution and for xl = -Z, x, = @. For most of the distributions, the evaluation of f'(x) is time consuming.
Therefore it is worthwhile to use the two lines connecting the three points of contact, xl, m, and x,, as simple squeezes in the interval (xl, x,), which are shown as dashed lines in Figure  L The validity of these squeezes follows from the fact that h(x) is concave.
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Algorithm TDRS
The following two steps must be inserted in Algorithm TDR: (1) to (4) above, h(x) and F(x) defined as above.
The area under the dominating curve of Algorithm TDR is minimized when x, and xl fulfill the condition
The area below the dominating curve, which is equal to the expected number of iterations, equals f(m)( xl -x,) in the two-sided case, and f(m)( x, -m) in the monotone case. Among the class of distributions that are T-concave (i.e., T( f( x)) is concave) for a fixed transformation T, the area below the dominating curve of the optimal algorithm is bounded by to = - Devroye [1986] , the bound 2 to instead of to is given for the log-concave case.)
be the intersection between the center part and the right tail. Then the area below the dominating curve at the right-hand side of m is
which can be simplified to
The derivative of this expression with respect to x, is
Setting it equal to zero gives ( *). Due to the T-concavity we have h"(x ) s O, and thus it is easy to check that the derivative is nonpositive for x, smaller than the solution of ( * ) and nonnegative for x, larger than that solution, which proves that we have a global maximum. As T-concavity implies continuity of the density, and as the support of f is unbounded, it is obvious that there is always a point that fulfills ( *). Substituting this point into u results in f'( m)( x, -m), which is the area below the curve in the right-sided case; in the two-sided case we add the left area and get f( m)( x, -xl).
Now we prove that~( m)(x, -m) < tO in the monotone case for all T-concave distributions. Without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to the class with m = O and f(0) = 1, since any density can be transformed into this class by relocating and resealing it. Now we construct the T-concave function g(x) = T-l(kx + T(l)) for O s x. We choose k and to such that l~"g(x) dX = 1 and (~g(x) dx = to. After integration we get F(iitO + T(l))
. For an arbitrary f in our class, T-concavity and the definition of g imply
which implies for the optimal choice: x, < to; as f(0) = 1 we have u s to, which establishes the monotone case. For the two-sided case let us denote the probability P(X < m) with p. 
and its derivative with respect to x, is set equal to O. u
THE CHOICE OF THE TRANSFORMATION
Among the possible transformations that fulfill conditions (1) to (4) of the previous section, we restrict our attention to the class TC for -1< c <0.
TO(x) = log-(x) was the transformation from which transformed density rejection started (see Section 1 and the references given there); TC(x) = -xc for -1< c <0 is an important generalization.
The two most important special cases for implementation on a computer are, of course, TO and T_~,z = -1/ G because T, T-1, F, and F-1 are so simple in these cases. Using transformation TC, the set-up of Algorithm TDR constructs a dominating density with constant center and tails that behave like xl/c for c <0 and like e " for c = O. For the case when f is two-times differentiable, the condition for T,-concavity is f"(x) Table II T
to e/(e -1) = 1.582
tions contained in Table I It is obvious that for a fixed distribution the area below the dominating curve with optimal points of contact is lowest for the transformation with the largest c possible. Therefore To gives the best fit for log-concave distributions.
As an example, [1986] , which need almost no set-up but are quite slow.
The remark after Theorem 2.2 shows that for the case when the density has mass on both sides of the mode, the choice xl = m -t/f(m), x, = m + t/f(m) (with t = to = 2) is much too far away from the mode. 2. Generate a uniform random number U and set U~U * Vt.
2.2. Generate a uniform random number V and set V~V * lx. Else if (Xs x, and V*(hn -(m -X)* S,)z < 1)return X.
If (V < f(X)) return X, else go to step 2. 
